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Lightsource
Hangman incorporates a permanently integrated LED module (not a removable/replaceable LED bulb). This high quality,
high efficiency LED is intended to last the full lifetime of the fitting itself, and does not require user access for maintenance,
only for repairs or recycling.

Anodised Finish
The anodised finish option is highly durable and simple to clean. If fingerprints accumulate, these may be removed with
a non-abrasive window cleaner sprayed onto a soft cloth. Never spray liquid cleaners directly onto the light fitting. For
particularly stubborn marks, methylated spirits may be used. Do not apply cleaning products to the lens, suspension rings,
or the power cables. Remove dust with a clean dry cloth or dusting wand on a regular basis.

Polished Finish
The polished finish option is crafted in natural uncoated aluminium, to patina gracefully in the style of iconic furniture
pieces. It does not have a varnish, so will never peel or flake. It may accumulate scuffs or the shine may reduce with age.
This is intended, but if not desirable for your space, the lamp may easily be restored to it’s original bright polished state
using any commonly available metal polish that is noted as suitable for aluminium. Always apply this via a soft cloth, not
directly to the light fitting. Do not apply cleaning products to the lens, suspension rings, or the power cables. Remove dust
with a clean dry cloth or dusting wand on a regular basis.

Maintenance Care
Pendant - Never pull forcefully on the suspension rings during adjustment or cleaning.
Floor and Table - Avoid tipping over the lamp. The optic tip may be damaged on impact with hard surfaces.
Swivel - The mechanism is designed to rotate 270 degrees, not a full circle – there is a rotation limiting device to prevent internal
cables being damaged. Never force the swivel to over-rotate past this point.

